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ARTICLE

Transform Your Content Strategy From Reactive to Sustainable

Not having a defined content strategy can be disruptive. It can feel like 
swimming in a sea of content options. The answer - stop reacting and start 
building a sustainable content model.

Tell us if you’ve heard this one before:

You control your brand’s content marketing efforts. From social media posts to long-form blog posts, all 
this work falls on your shoulders — and maybe the shoulders of a few other team members.

But no matter what you do, it always feels like your team grasps at straws trying to accomplish your 
marketing goals. Or, your content feels sub-par — never reaching its full potential.

Perhaps your team constantly throws content at the wall, hoping something will stick. Everything your 
content marketing team does feels panicked and reactive.

Last-minute blog posts, haphazardly posted social media videos, and email campaigns that drive lackluster 
results reflect the product of a reactionary content marketing strategy. And, as you’ve likely guessed, such a 
strategy won’t provide a sustainable platform for growth.

If aiming for brand growth, awareness, and authority, marketers must develop and execute a sustainable 
content marketing strategy — not one that relies on split-second decisions and creating last-minute 
content.

We’ll show you how to get started! But first, you must recognize why a reactive content marketing model 
does not offer a wise option.
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Transform Your Content Strategy From Reative to Sustainable

Four Problems with a Reactive Content Strategy

Consider some of the issues brands face when they have a reactive content strategy:

1. Never Setting the Pace

With undefined or loosely documented content strategy, you won’t have the ability to set the pace of 
your content creation, distribution, and measurement efforts. As a result, you’ll find yourself reacting to 
situations rather than preparing for them.

This leads to short, unsustainable bursts of content creation or last-minute social posts reacting to a 
trending topic instead of creating and sharing valuable content that generates long-term results.

2. Lack of Clear Direction

Without an outlined direction and reactionary content, your team will feel as if drowning in possibilities.

Should we focus on SEO or put money into paid ads? Is our email marketing list shrinking because we 
haven’t put out content in weeks or because of design flaws?

Without a clear direction, your team won’t know which tasks to focus on, what content to create, and which 
metrics to track. Content creation will slow down or come to a complete stop. It will be as though your 
team found a fork in the road but took a seat instead of picking a path.

This then results in reactive content pieces and efforts, chosen out of desperation rather than research and 
strategy.

3. A Reactive Content Strategy Affects More Teams than Your Own

Lastly, a reactive content strategy has long-term implications for the entire company, not just your own.

Every piece of content created and shared affects departments like:

• Finance/Accounting - Balancing budgets associated with ad campaigns, content promotion, etc.

• Sales - Now responsible for handling any leads 
generated from the content

• Internal Communications - Were they aware of the 
content? Should this content have been shared with the entire 
company? (the likely answer is yes!)

• Business Development - Was this content piece 
something that could have been beneficial in building relationships with partners?
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Most content marketing strategies and departments suffer from an overall 
siloed nature. Reactive content marketers silo their content efforts to only 
their department.

In reality, a sustainable content strategy considers the entire organization’s 
content needs, from internal communications to human resources.

4. Positive Reactive Content Results are Few and Far Between

By adopting content marketing that relies on reactive practices, you can’t expect to see consistent growth 
or successes reflected in your KPIs and metrics. Instead, positive results will be scarce, often marked by the 
short bursts of content creation and distribution, which occur as a reactive measure.

How to Develop a Sustainable Content Strategy for Your Brand

Without a sustainable content strategy, your brand cannot effectively grow or accomplish its goals. Start 
building a foundation for your ongoing content efforts with these tips:

1. Recognize that Content is a Resource

The first step in adopting a sustainable content strategy requires rewiring your frame of thought.

Stop thinking of content as words on a page, a post on Facebook, or another task on your to-do list.

Content represents a valuable resource that benefits both your entire organization and your audience. With 
every word you write or article you curate, you create lasting value for everyone involved.

Once you’ve shifted your perspective, you can begin to do the detailed work.

2. Develop a Collaborative Content Strategy

Remember, reactive strategies silo content and tasks. Your sustainable and optimized strategy must 
include:

• Types of content - blog posts, podcasts, videos, etc.

• Sources of content - third party, original, partner, etc.

• Distribution efforts - internal, external, and platforms

• Content measurement - identify which KPIs you’ll track and where to store this data

Also, from creating internal content resources for HR to building out sales content, consider the involved 
departments and how they can benefit one another.

Reactive strategies fail to plan out every aspect of the content process, leading to a lack of results and the 
overwhelming nature of the strategy.
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3. Set a Content Schedule that Makes Sense

Too many marketers make the mistake of being overzealous in their content schedule.

After planning out their strategy, they want to put the pedal to the metal and create as much content as 
possible! This approach will only lead you right back to a reactive mindset with poorly executed content.

Instead, set a few weekly content goals and deadlines with a focus on creating and distributing quality 
content. Scheduling and project management tools like CoSchedule or Asana will help you stay on track.

And, on the days where not making content, curate content!

4. No One Said You Had to Use All Original Content!

Consider the secret to defining and executing a sustainable content strategy:

Leverage third-party content!

No one said you had to create all of your content. Third-party content remains just as powerful, resourceful, 
and valuable as original content. And, as you take advantage of this type of content, your audience will see 
you as the authority on that topic.

Of course, finding third-party content that resonates with your audience and aligns with your strategy can 
be a hassle. As a result, content curation engines such as Vestorly rapidly become a staple in every content 
marketing department!

Using a mix of original and curated content will optimize your content strategy for growth, stability, and 
success.

Stop Reacting! Start Planning.

By now, you are probably fed up with your reactive content efforts. Take the time to thoroughly plan out a 
sustainable, optimized content strategy filled with relevant, high-quality curated content by:

• Understanding the inherent issues with a reactive content strategy

• Recognizing content as a valuable resource for your organization

• Defining a sustainable content calendar

• Leveraging the power of third-party content to nurture and grow a content strategy

In doing so, you’ll be on your way to content marketing and overall brand success in no time.
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Leverage content effectively with Vestorly. LEARN MORE

Transform Your Content Strategy From Reative to Sustainable

Learn How To Leverage Your Content Effectively
Your company’s content isn’t reserved for only the marketing team. Instead, it can be used to:

• Build lasting brand authority in your industry
• Communicate important information to internal teams and external stakeholders
• Gather business and audience intelligence
• Retain customers and drive up profit 

If you’re unsure of how to use content effectively throughout your organization, get in touch and I’ll show 
you how it’s done.

GET IN TOUCH
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